This research investigates the feasibility of applying the code and the ionosphere-free code and phase delay observables for single frequency Precise Point Positioning (PPP) processing. Two observation models were studied: the single frequency ionosphere-free code and phase delay, termed the quasi-phase observable, and the code and quasi-phase combination. When implementing the code and quasi-phase combination, the cross-correlation between the observables must be considered. However, the development of an appropriate weight matrix, which can adequately describe the noise characteristics of the single frequency code and quasi-phase observations, is not a trivial task. The noise in the code measurements is highly dependent on the effects of the ionosphere; while the quasi-phase measurements are basically free from the effects of the ionospheric error. Therefore, it is of interest to investigate whether the correlation between the two measurements can be neglected when the code measurements were re-introduced to constrain the initial parameters estimation and thereby improving the phase ambiguities initialization process. It is revealed that the assumed uncorrelated code and quasi-phase combination provided comparable if not better positioning precision than the quasi-phase measurement alone.
(1)
where, P L1 is the measured pseudorange on L1 (m), Φ L1 is the measured carrier phase on L1 (m), ρ is the true geometric range The mathematical implementation of the L1 quasi-phase observable, i.e.Φ L1 , is expressed as the simple average of (1) and
Equation (3) is essentially the single frequency ionosphere-free code and phase delay proposed by Yunck (1993) . The benefit of using the quasi-phase observables in single frequency PPP is apparent. The ionospheric error is effectively removed in the quasi-phase equation as a consequence of the opposite ionospheric effects on the code (delay) and carrier phase observations (advance). In other words, the ionospheric delay on the signal path is essentially eliminated using the quasi-phase observables.
In addition, the noise properties of the quasi-phase are mainly contributed by half of the code measurements noise, as in (3), and the phase measurements noise can be neglected as they are small, i.e. about a factor of 100 smaller than the code noise.
Adjustment Model
The adjustment model used in this research is based on a general least squares technique, which can adapt to varying user dynamics,
i.e. static and kinematic (Tètreault et al. 2005) . When simplified, the linearization of the observations equations (1) and (3) around the a priori parameters ( 0 ) and observations ( ) becomes,
where B is the design matrix, ∆ is the vector of correction to the parameters , ( 0 ) is the vector of observations, and is the vector of residuals which contains the measurements noise (Kouba 2009 ).
In the case of a single frequency PPP processing model, there are three types of unknown parameters, i.e. receiver position (X ,Y ,Z ), receiver clock corrections ( ), and non-integer phase ambiguities (N ). The tropospheric Zenith Path Delay (ZPD) is compensated using an existing tropospheric model. Estimating the delay as part of the solutions would add strain to the solutions convergence time. Therefore, the tropospheric ZPD was not included as part of the single frequency least squares solution.
where (i=1, number of satellites)
The least squares estimation of the unknown parameters is given as (Kouba 2009),
where W is the a priori parameter weight matrix, and W is the a priori observations weight matrix. The a priori parameter weight matrix takes into account the variation in the parameters and the variances are updated between observation epochs.
Characteristics of the Code and Quasi-phase Measurements Noise
An indication of the noise characteristics of the code and quasi phase measurements can be obtained from an analysis of an appropriately constructed time series of the data. The data were measured at 30-second interval, and the code measurements were processed independently from the quasi-phase measurements.
In single frequency GPS code-only processing, the observation equation for the code measurement is shown in (1 
If σ P L1ΦL1 = 0, assuming that the code and quasi-phase observables are independent and uncorrelated, it may be expected that the noise in the code and quasi-phase difference to be larger than the noise in either the code or the quasi-phase measurements. This is, however, not the case. The noise of the code and quasi-phase difference is in fact smaller than either of the two measurements noise indicating the presence of correlation between the two measurements.
To quantify the code and quasi-phase noise characteristics in this particular case study, the data are used to estimate the code and quasi-phase variance covariance matrix and its inverse, i.e. the weight matrix. The estimated matrix reads, (9). The quasi-phase observable is`noisier' than the original carrier phase due to the influence of the code observations.
In fact, the quasi-phase measurement variance should be at least four times smaller than the code observation variance.
Due to the unresolved ambiguities in the initial PPP solutions, the time series of the initial solutions are too noisy for the estimation of a clear correlation between the code and quasi-phase observables.
Once the quasi-phase ambiguities have stabilized, the noise in the solutions is half that of the code observable.
The calculated correlation matrix is,
This case study has confirmed that the variance covariance matrix is not a diagonal matrix; and the correlation coefficient matrix shows that there is a positive correlation between the two observables.
Correlation Coefficients
Consequently, if the code and the quasi-phase observables are used as a vector of observations, as in (4), then cross-correlation is introduced. In this case, the relationship between the code and quasi-phase observables needs to be described in the variance covariance matrix. The quasi-phase observables are linearly correlated with the code observations and are not stochastically independent. Using propagation of variances, the variance covariance matrix of the code and quasi-phase combination can be expressed mathematically as,
It should be noted that the cross-correlation problem between the code and quasi-phase observables is not easily rectified due to the presence of the ionospheric error in the code measurements, while the quasi-phase measurements are basically free from the ionospheric delay (ignoring higher order ionospheric terms). This
Journal of Geodetic Science makes it difficult to estimate the relative noise between the two measurements. In fact, the variance covariance matrix may not provide a realistic description of the noise characteristics of the code and quasi-phase combination. This is confirmed by the variations between (8) and (11). The estimated values in the variance covariance matrix vary depending on the location of the receiver, the ionospheric condition during which the data were collected, and the ionospheric model used in the code processing. Therefore, the observation system that incorporated the correlation coefficients may not be stable and the resultant estimated solutions are not optimal.
However, if only the quasi-phase measurements are used as observation vectors, then there is no issue of cross-correlation. In this case, the observation weight matrix is a diagonal matrix, which simplifies the stochastic process. Another alternative is to apply the code and quasi-phase combination and treat the observations as uncorrelated and as such the observation weight matrix in this combination is diagonal. The intention of re-introducing the code and assuming it to be uncorrelated to the quasi-phase measurements is to constrain initial parameters estimation process. This assists with the initialization of the phase ambiguities (Choy 2011).
The results from these two approaches have been analyzed and compared. Table 1 identifies the processing approaches and their corresponding IDs (i.e. approach A and approach B) for discussions in the next section.
Data Processing and Results
Two IGS stations located in Australia were used in the analysis.
These were Darwin (DARW) and Mount Stromlo (STR1). The stations were chosen because they represent the different latitudinal zones across Australia. DARW is located in the low latitude region, while STR1 is located in the middle latitude region. Although these stations are located on the Australian continent, the results would still serve as good representations of the achievable point positioning accuracy worldwide using these processing approaches.
These IGS stations are equipped with dual frequency geodetic quality GPS receivers. These receivers are able to deliver two different code measurements on L1 frequency, namely the C/A code (C1) and P code (P1). It is common to utilize the more precise P-code measurements in dual-frequency processing. However, for the purpose of this study, only C1 code observations on L1 were used in the single frequency data processing. This simulated using only a single frequency receiver.
Three consecutive days were randomly selected for each year starting from 2001 to 2006 (refer to Table 2 ). Table 2 All data sets used in this study were limited to the first 4 hours of the day, starting from 14:00 Local Time (LT), i.e. 14:00 to 18:00 LT. It is assumed that the daily maximum ionospheric activities occur at around 14:00 LT (Klobuchar 1987) , and the effect of the ionosphere is at its peak during this period.
The most precise IGS Final orbit and satellite clock corrections were used in the data processing process to eliminate the satellite orbit and clock errors. This is to ensure that these errors are adequately removed and the remaining errors can be safely disregarded. For single frequency code and phase processing, it is recommended to model the tropospheric delay using an empirical model. This is because estimating the delay as part of the solution would add strain to the solution convergence time (Choy 2009). In addition, the induced error due to the delay (i.e. estimation or modeling) is in the level of a few centimeters, which is less than the observation noise and thus it could be ignored. In this study, the tropospheric delay was modeled using the Hopfield model with default atmospheric parameters, and the tropospheric ZPD was mapped to a slant delay by using the Niell mapping function. A cutoff elevation angle of 15
• was used to reduce the data susceptibility to multipath effects. The observation interval of the collected data was 30 seconds. The satellite Differential Code Biases (DCBs)
were taken into account in each of the data processing methods used because all included L1 code observations. The precise satellite clock correction products generated by the IGS always refer to the ionosphere-free linear combination between L1 and L2 frequencies, which are consistent with the P1 and P2 code measurements but not the C1 code. As a result, single frequency C1 users must apply the satellite DCBs in order to be consistent with satellite clock corrections convention. Refer to Schaer (1999) for a detailed description of the DCBs and their appropriate usage.
In approach A, the singularity of the normal equation is treated by In approach B, the key element in achieving the best possible point positioning solutions is to assign a realistic a priori observations variance or sigma (standard deviation) ratio in the stochastic model.
The purpose of this is to adequately reflect the relative weight and noise of the observations. The application of the a priori sigmas to the traditional dual frequency ionosphere-free linear combination follows the`standard' nominal values widely used in GPS processing, i.e. the carrier phase is 100 times more precise than the code measurements (Kouba 2009). However, in the single frequency code and quasi-phase combination, assigning realistic a priori information is not as obvious because it uses both the code and quasi-phase observations. An empirical approach was adopted as part of this research to study the influence of different a priori observation sigma ratios on the quality of the estimated solutions. Table 3 outlines the different sigma ratios tested.
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Discussion and Conclusion
Since the quasi-phase was derived from the combination of the code and carrier phase measurements, the re-introduction of the raw code measurements in the observation model created a crosscorrelation problem which needed to be considered stochastically.
However, the cross-correlation problem between the code and quasi-phase observables was not easy to solve. This is due to the presence of the ionospheric errors in the code measurements, while the quasi-phase measurements are free from the ionospheric delay (ignoring higher order ionospheric terms). The results from a simple analysis revealed that the estimated variance covariance matrix did not conform to the mathematically derived matrix containing only In some circumstances, the computed solutions using the derived variance covariance matrix could be meaningless.
For this reason, it was suggested to utilize only the quasi-phase measurements, which are the single frequency code and phase delay, as the observation vector in the adjustment model. In this case, the observation weight matrix is a diagonal matrix implying that the quasi-phase measurements are uncorrelated.
The feasibility of using this approach was tested as approach A in this study. The accuracy and precision of estimated solutions from this approach ranged between a few centimeters and a maximum of 1 m.
Another approach that was tested as part of this research was the code and quasi-phase combination, but the correlation between the measurements was ignored. This processing method is termed approach B in this study. The intention of re-introducing the assumed uncorrelated code measurements back into the observation model was to assist with the initialization of the phase ambiguities, and also to bridge over periods when the phase observation was not available or interrupted (e.g. cycle slips). In approach B, the balance between the relative weights (i.e. sigma ratio) of the observations was the key to achieving the best possible precision in the computed solutions.
Three sigma ratios were tested in this study. It was found that an observations sigma ratio of 1:50 provided optimal performance in terms of positioning accuracy, precision and also the convergence This paper has described a simple approach to study the crosscorrelation between observables using the code and quasi-phase combination in single frequency PPP. Although the two measurements are highly correlated, it was found that the correlation can be safely neglected and the code measurements can be used to constrain the initial parameter estimation process thus improving the overall precision of the estimated solutions. The analysis has shown that it is possible to neglect the correlation between the Journal of Geodetic Science 321 Figure 2 . East, north and height positioning errors at DARW station using differing processing methods.
two measurements and still achieve comparable or better results with the single frequency ionosphere-free code and phase delay, i.e. the quasi-phase only method. Therefore, the assumed uncorrelated code and quasi-phase combination can be adopted in the un-differenced single frequency PPP processing. However, it is important to assign a realistic a priori observation weight that can adequately reflect the relative weighting or noise characteristics of the two measurements. It is the balance between the relative weights that ensures the best possible quality in the computed solutions.
